
The ebb and flow  
of using and re-using  

Paige boxes 
 is monitored by the  

Manuscript End-processor.  



If you are looking for a Paige box to 
use, do not take a new one. Go to 
the Supply Aisle and take one that 

has aready been assembled. Or 
take a dissasembled one from the 

back of the supply aisle. 



Near the ramp on Houghton sub-basement and to the left of the Autograph file, is aisle 2-3, 
THE SUPPLY AISLE, (not visible in this photo) where USED supplies,  

including re-usable Paige boxes are kept. 



This is the SUPPLY AISLE (aisle P 2-3 in Houghton sub-basement). 
 Empty, used Paige boxes are stored on any clear shelf you can find.  

This is the FIRST place to go when dropping off empty boxes. The idea is to fill these shelves up first so that we don’t 
have to spend so much time collapsing and re-assembling the boxes, but can just grab one already assembled. Keep a 

matching lid on each box to also save time. 



Old re-useable acid-free “sorting” folders  are also stored in this aisle. This picture 
shows an empty shelf that could be used for storing  2 old empty Paige boxes. 



The END of the supply aisle is used when there are no more empty shelves. Boxes 
are flattened & leaned against the wall.  



Don’t store non-Paige Co. boxes in this 
aisle. Boxes like this should be discarded. 



The stack supervisor tries to keep a “window” in each aisle so that staff have a place to set 
items down and insert call slips, etc. You should avoid  storing anything in a “window”. 



If there are no Paige boxes in the 
supply aisle, go to the 

Conservation & Supply Alcove 
on sub-basement in Lamont. 



This is the Supply Alcove on Houghton sub-basement.  
[Also known as “Conservation Alcove”,  or the “Old Richardson Alcove”].  

There are storage closets on either side of it. 



If you have empty Paige boxes that you 
want to store, and there is no space in 

the supply aisle, you can ask about 
storing them in the Conservation 

alcove. You may need to flatten them 
first and put them in a dispenser 

carton. Ask MS. end-processor before 
dropping Paige boxes in this area. 



New paige boxes are stored in the large, upside-down Paige carton shown here on left. There are also a few brand new 
cartons behind it (not visible in this photograph). Overflow of used, emptied out Paige boxes can be seen to the right of 
it. This may not be the best location for the overflow boxes, as they tend to accumulate and create floor-cleaning 
difficulties. If the large upside-down carton is almost empty, it is sometimes temporarily filled with old, flattened boxes 
& lids. If a project requires new Paige boxes, a new carton can be opened. 



The alcove is used both for 
Preservation activities and for 

storing certain supplies, so one 
must be mindful when disposing of 

re-usable boxes.  



If empty overflow Paige boxes like the above are stored on top of or in front of 
supplies they block access and obstruct conservation workspace. 



In the corner is a large empty carton where some new Paige boxes and/or overflow of 
used/flattened ones can also be stored if there is no room for them in the supply aisle. 



Buried under supplies against the wall (above) is a  second folding table used as a storage 
area by conservation staff. The idea of moving it to the opposite wall, behind where they sit, 
has been discussed with them. To do this might make room for consolidating new and used 
boxes so that space can be more easily shared.  



*IMPORTANT NOTE about packing  
Paige boxes for HD:  

Items should not protrude beyond the top of the box, 
nor should they be too heavy.  

 
Below is a box that illustrates how NOT to fill a Paige 

box. Items are protruding from top of box. 



The handle has torn off of this box whose contents were TOO HEAVY.  Oftentimes, the 
bottoms of the boxes will also break open.  Boxes can be reinforced ahead of time with 
packing tape that Preservation provides. But it is better not to fill them too full in the first 
place. The volumes also protrude above the top of the box, which leaves them vulnerable. 
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